Intellectual Freedom Highlights [READ MORE]

- Banning books is bad for the future of our country | Springfield News Leader
- Librarians as cultural warriors & protectors | OIF Blog

Censorship [READ MORE]

- Residents speak out over library displays | tdtnews.com
- SPS yanks books from middle school after parent, lawmaker complain | Springfield News-Leader; 'The Hate U Give'
- District policy ignored in YA book ban | CBLDF, 'The Facts Speak for Themselves'

Privacy

- Americans Wanted More Privacy Protections, Congress Gave Them Fewer, | Slate
- Facebook revamps privacy settings ahead of strict new EU laws | CNBC
- Voice recordings, interconnected apps, and parental consent: An update on COPPA privacy compliance | Lexology

See this week's additional privacy news and updates on the Choose Privacy Week blog.

Net Neutrality and Broadband Access [READ MORE]

- California joins Montana and New York in creating state Net Neutrality rules | Boing Boing
- Someone protested the FCC's net neutrality repeal with a paid 'fast lane' outside the agency's building | Mashable
- San Francisco seeks universal fiber broadband with net neutrality and privacy | Ars Technica

Access

- Judge rules jail staff can restrict Missoula murder suspects law library access | KTVH

Filtering [READ MORE]

- Proposed bill in Virginia would require fee to access obscene internet content | WRIC.com, "The bill would require a filter for providers of devices that have access to the internet like your phone or computer. Users who are of legal age would have to pay a $20 fee to remove the filter on any new device bought."
- Her granddaughter glimpsed porn at the public library. What's a library to do? | Cincinnati.com

Free Press, Social Media, and Fake News [READ MORE]
Why is Instagram censoring a 1992 poem revered by the LGBTQ community? | Quartz
We need to shine a light on private online censorship | TechDirt
'The Post', the Pentagon Papers, and the era of fake news | OIF Blog

Academic Freedom and Campus Speech

Xicanas/Latinas and intellectual freedom in college: When reading is political | OIF Blog
Give young journalists protections from school censorship | The Seattle Times
Conservative activists stage protest against "Queering the Bible" course | Swarthmore College Daily Gazette
Texas wages war against imaginary censorship - in support of hate | Salon

First Amendment and Free Speech

When a T-Shirt Gets You in Trouble at the Voting Booth | New York Times
People can put your face on porn - and the law can't help you | Wired
Is legislator-led prayer unconstitutional? | Newseum

Around the Web

The libraries bringing small town news back to life | The Atlantic
Spartanburg Public Library computer system hit by ransomware | Go Upstate
Rebuilding Puerto Rican libraries | American Libraries

International Issues

As Kenya takes Orwellian turn, government goes after journalists | The New York Times
After unrest, Iran seeks control through 'Halal' internet | The New York Times
Book-burning Pontypridd librarian jailed for theft | BBC (UK)

ALA News

OIF to showcase new selection policy toolkit at Midwinter
- ALA Office of Intellectual Freedom Launches New Policy Toolkit | School Library Journal
ALA invites nominations for 2018 Eileen Cooke State & Local Madison Award
New eCourse—Online Privacy & Security: Best Practices for Librarians
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